Relaxation of DNA torsional tension in defined domains of bacterial chromosomes in vivo.
A procedure is described for selectively relaxing the DNA torsional tension in defined regions of the chromosome of living bacterial cells. Regions of the chromosomal DNA labelled with bromodeoxyuridine are selectively nicked by irradiation of the cells with long-wavelength ultraviolet light and then trimethylpsoralen residues are photobound to the chromosome in vivo. It is demonstrated that the rate of photobinding to the bromouridine-labelled parts of the chromosomes declines relative to the unlabelled parts of the same chromosomes as nicks are introduced into the former regions. The maximal difference in photobinding rates is that expected for the difference between relaxed and negatively supercoiled DNA. Analysis of the number of DNA breaks required for minimizing the photobinding rates permits a calculation of the number of domains of supercoiling per Bacillus subtilis chromosome.